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Abstract. Bonsall gave two constructions of the resolution of the identity of a self-

adjoint operator, which are successive approximations by a polynomial x(1 � (x � 1)2)

and a rational function 2x
2

1+x2
. On the other hand, about 300 years ago, Murase gave a

successive approximation to obtain a root of an algebraic equation of order 3. In this

note, we observe that, under the light of Murase's method, two constructions due to

Bonsall are essentially same.

1. In 1673, Yoshimasu Murase, a researcher of the traditional Japanese mathematics

Wazan, published a book [4], which contains an original method to solve a numerical equa-

tion of order 3:

4x2(14� x) = 192:

He deformed it to

x
2 =

48

14� x
;

and gave a successive approximation method by

x
2

n+1
=

48

14� xn

(n = 1; 2; � � � ):

For example, put x0 = 0 according to [5], then

x1 = 1:84; x2 = 1:976; x3 = 1:9989; x4 = 1:999907;

which converge rapidly to a solution x = 2.

2. In 1960, F.F.Bonsall presented an ingenious construction of the spectral family of a

positive operator A by an iterative method:

An+1 = 2A2

n
(1 +A

2

n
)�1 (n = 0; 1; 2; � � � );(1)

which converges to the projection E(1)?; where A0 = A.

In the previous note [3], we have observed that (1) is nothing but

An+1 = 1 ! A2

n
(n = 0; 1; 2; � � � );(2)

where ! is the harmonic mean in the Kubo-Ando theory on operator means. The observation

in [3] visibly enlights the Bonsall construction.
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3. In 1963, Bonsall came back to the construction of the spectral family again. Probably,

he was unsatis�ed by (1) since the function of the right hand side is a rational function:

f(x) =
2x2

1 + x2
:(3)

He proposed an iteration by the polynomial

g(x) = x(1 � (x � 1)2):(4)

Namely the successive approximation is given by

An+1 = An(1 � (An � 1)2) (n = 0; 1; 2; � � � )(5)

with A0 = A (and k A k= 1).

In the present note, we apply Murase's method to Bonsall's constructions of the spectral

family in the following sense: Murase used an approximation method to solve a given

algebraic equation. On the other hand, Bonsall did it to construct the spectral family. So

we pay our attention to the original algebraic equations in (2) and (5). Thus the algebraic

equations corresponding to (5) and (2) are given by

x = x(1 � (x� 1)2)(6)

and

x =
2x2

1 + x2
(7)

respectively. They are just the same as algebraic equations: We might say that Bonsall's

two constructions for spectral family are essentially same.
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